
 
 

 

 

The Future of IDM: Not Just the Cloud

This month our educational focus is on the challenges enterprises face as they link and/or migrate their

on-premises identity infrastructures to the cloud. 

 

“The Future of Identity Management” our first webinar, May 3, will lay out a plan for just such a

transition. Next, we’ll map out a more immediate hybrid web/cloud access strategy: Tune in May

17 to “Virtualizing Okta with RadiantOne” to learn how you can leverage your investments in both

Okta IDaaS/cloud directory and your legacy WAM portal and LDAP apps—by using the advanced

virtualization of RadiantOne FID.

 

Webinars 

The Future of Identity Management: A roadmap for the digital transformation of your IAM systems as

you move to the cloud – May 3 

Virtualizing Okta with RadiantOne – May 17 

 

Media Event 
Video: Securely Managing Access and Identity in Government (Federal Tech Talk,

FederalNewsRadio.com) Interview with Radiant Logic V.P. of Business Development Dieter Schuller 

 

Conferences 

SailPoint Navigate Austin, Texas; May 14 – 16 

European Identity & Cloud Conference Munich, Germany; May 15 – 18 

Oktane18 Las Vegas, Nevada; May 22 – 24  

Webinars 
 
The Future of Identity Management 
A roadmap for the digital transformation of your IAM systems as you move to the cloud
Thursday, May 3, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern 

 

For large enterprises, digital transformation of existing IAM systems together with the progressive move to

https://www.radiantlogic.com/
https://www.radiantlogic.com/
https://www.radiantlogic.com/learning-center/events/webinars/y2018/webinar-5-3-2018/
https://www.radiantlogic.com/learning-center/events/webinars/y2018/webinar-5-17-2018/
https://federalnewsradio.com/federal-insights/2018/04/securely-managing-access-and-identity-in-government/
https://navigate.sailpoint.com/austin/
https://www.kuppingercole.com/events/eic2018
https://www.okta.com/oktane18/


the cloud presents a complicated proposition. These enterprises typically have: 1) Complex identity

infrastructures with data spread across multiple identity sources: AD, LDAP, databases, applications, web

services, APIs; and 2) A multitude of legacy applications, which rely on these identity sources. 

 

Digital transformation, therefore, requires a rationalization and integration of enterprise identity

infrastructure. Learn more in this webinar, as the CEO of TechVision Research lays out the key trends and

technologies that will influence identity management in the future. Next, Radiant answers the question,

“How do we get there?” Get the surprising details—and find out how RadiantOne, a federated identity

service based on virtualization, works with, and modernizes existing identity infrastructures: setting the

stage for digital transformation. 

 

» Join us
 
Virtualizing Okta with RadiantOne
Thursday, May 17, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern 

 

The adoption of IDaaS enables enterprises to provide user-friendly access and secure SSO to multiple

SaaS/Cloud applications, along with location-independent identity directory storage on the cloud. Yet those

benefits—both at the level of access/authentication and at the level of directory information—are available

only to applications that can either leverage federation standards (such as SAML and OpenID Connect)

and/or the specific API supported by the IDaaS vendor. Unfortunately, most enterprise LDAP-based

applications and traditional WAM portals can’t do either. Tune in to this online learning session and see for

yourself how RadiantOne uses advanced virtualization to integrate all identity data stores—both on-

premises and in the cloud—to deliver a single point of access for all applications. (With guest presenter

Peter Babu Prakasam, Senior Security Architect, Northwestern Mutual.) 

 

» Join us

Conference Details 
 
SailPoint Navigate 
May 14 – 16; Austin, Texas 

 

Join Radiant Logic at SailPoint Navigate In Austin. Learn how the RadiantOne federated identity service

can leverage the identity data stored in your SailPoint database—by virtualizing it to create a centralized,

integrated directory. In this way, SailPoint IdentityIQ can be used as the authoritative, high-performance

source for user authentication and authorization by WAM products, federation solutions (such as Ping and

Okta), and LDAP apps alike. Visit us at the Radiant Logic kiosk for your demo of RadiantOne. 

 

» Register
 
European Identity & Cloud Conference 

https://www.radiantlogic.com/learning-center/events/webinars/y2018/webinar-5-3-2018/#register
https://www.radiantlogic.com/learning-center/events/webinars/y2018/webinar-5-17-2018/#register
https://navigate.sailpoint.com/austin/
https://www.cvent.com/events/navigate-2018/registration-e98bb3f395c14a3ea6cbc1fbb6f42308.aspx?fqp=true


    Want to learn more? Schedule a demo today!
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May 15 – 18; Munich, Germany 

 

The European Identity & Cloud Conference in Munich is where more than 800 thought leaders, vendors,

analysts, and executives will gather, together with a list of world-class presenters. IDM Speaker Session:
“Using a Federated Identity Service to Integrate, Store, and Deliver Identity Data.” Presenter: Founder

and CEO Michel Prompt, Radiant Logic. Discover how a federated identity service enables enterprises to

achieve global integration and scalability of identity, while leaving ownership of the data itself to local data

sources. Get your most challenging IAM questions answered—connect with one of our identity experts at

Radiant Logic kiosk W13. 

 

» Register
 
Oktane18 
May 22 – 24; Las Vegas, Nevada 

 

Don’t miss Oktane18, a unique opportunity to take part in strategic IT discussions about building new and

differentiated experiences in today’s mobile and cloud-centric world. Learn how the advanced virtualization

capabilities of the RadiantOne federated identity service can be used to enable legacy web applications to

see the Okta cloud directory as an extension of their population base. Stop by our kiosk and talk with a

Radiant identity expert. 

 

» Register
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